Contribution of primate magnocellular red nucleus to timing of hand preshaping during reaching to grasp.
Magnocellular red nucleus (RNm) is involved in controlling goal-directed limb movements such as reaching to grasp. We tested two hypotheses related to RNm's role in controlling reach-to-grasp movements. One hypothesis is that forelimb RNm neurons are grasp specific, and the other is that they specify the timing of metacarpi-phalangeal (MCP) extension to preshape the hand during the appropriate phase of the reach. We recorded single-unit discharge while monkeys performed two behavioral tasks that elicited similar reaches but differed in grasp. One task consisted of a reach with a precision grasp that elicited independent use of thumb and forefinger; the other included a whole-hand grasp that elicited concerted use of the four fingers. Most RNm neurons tested were engaged strongly during both the whole-hand and precision tasks, and the magnitude of discharge modulation did not differ between tasks. Thus most RNm neurons are not grasp specific but, instead, may contribute to behavioral features common to the two tasks. Two methods were used to investigate relations between single-unit discharge and kinematic data from the same individual trials of the whole-hand and precision tasks for a subset of forelimb RNm neurons. One method focused on correlations between parameters of RNm discharge and the duration, amplitude, and velocity of rotation of forelimb joints for each of the tasks. The second method compared between-task differences in times of peak neuronal discharge to between-task differences in times of rotations of forelimb joints. Parameters of reach-related RNm discharge were more frequently correlated with parameters of MCP extension than with parameters of rotation of wrist, elbow, and shoulder joints. Analyses of temporal relations between discharge and kinematic data during both the whole-hand and precision tasks indicate that discharge was time locked most frequently to MCP extension and, to a lesser extent, elbow extension during both tasks. We conclude that RNm may command muscle synergies that provide a basic preshape of the hand at the appropriate phase of limb transport. In addition, the timing of RNm's contribution to hand preshaping varies with the behavioral requirements of the task.